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ASB Candidates
To Give Platforms
At Today’s Rally
The student electorate will Lave
an opportunity m see the candidates up for election, if they care
to attend this morning’s rally at
11:15 o’clock. The rally will be
held on the lawn, north of the
reserve book room.
Don Hubbard, ASH president
will be on hand to introduce all
the candidates.
After the intructions, presidential aspirants Al Behr, Jack
Fairbanks. and Ray Freeman
ill be given equal time to Present their Individual campaign
platforms.
The announced purpose of this
rallyfirst of its kind on the
San Jose campusis to help promote student interest in the elecMon and the candiAites Bob
Becker, chief justice of the Student Court, also voiced the opinion that the rally would help
students become better acquainted with the presidential candidates and their stand on student
affairs.
The ASB elections will be held
Thursday and Friday, following
a full week of on-campus campaigning by all office seekers
Polling booth locations have not
been announced as yet.
Candidates who will be running
in the elections, and uho will be
hatraduced at the rally are; Behr,
Fairbanks and Freeman, ASR
president; Gary Clarke, Don
Ryan and Ken Schach, ASB vicepresident;
Jim Springer and Dick Arington, ASI3 treasurer; Jan Heter,
Liz ileath and Joan licaly, recording secretary; Joanne Wright,
Ona Richardson and Pat Parish,
corresponding scretary; Jody Lacher, Bobbie Marsh, Jane Munch,
Joan Oeser and Didi Smith, female representative at large;
Larry Conterno. Milt Von
Damm, Al Walberg and Grant
Salzman, male representative at
large; Ray Cogo, Pat Cogswell,
Dick Sneed and Al Stones, senior
class representatives; Lawton Thoma.s, Roberta Evans, Maysel Dunham, Penne McClenahan and Kay
Rieder, junior class representative;
Liz Bell, Mary Hill, Suzie Slater and Chris Richards, sophomore
class representative; Judy Fogarty, Vera Pogojeff and Sandy
Singer, senior female justice:
Roger West and John Sellers,
senior male justice.

Philanthropist Gives
Nature Scholarships
C N. Goethe, Sacramento philanthropist, has donated four scho-

larships to students wishing to
attend the summer sessions of the
West Coast Nature School, according to Dr. Gertrude Cavins,
head of science education.
The scholarships are Nvorth $15
apiece.
Goethe is a noted naturalist
and has expressed interest in
West Coast Nature School many
times He has contributed a number of scholarships to the school
ill the past.
Students interested in applying
for the scholarships should inquire
at the biology storeroom for application blanks.
The applicants will be judged
by members of the West Coast
Nature School staff.

’Footb
Fund-Drive
To Openllyedn.esday
Spar?

In. or.1.1 t. keep the San }Ise State

tans

the big titne toot-

Il race, the Rally Committee has agreed to take over a drive to raise

11,000 dollars.
Wilbur V Hubbard, director of athletics, who asked the cisinmittee
to speouor the drive said yesterday, "If we don’t do something to raise
the money to match the Pacific Coast Conference’s raise in pay for
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athletes who work on campus, SJS
be reduced to playing a sglicdule
-lot state colleges only."
Later Hubbard said, "We have
to stay with the PCC, and the
-nly way we can raise the money
sie need is through the Spar-Ten "
To raise the large amount needed, the Rally Committee will cull
summer? Would you like to go ; Allyn M. Ferguson Jr , compote on the help of every campus oron a vacation. and still earn col- ! er and graduate of San Jose State ganization Plans call for a conJunior Prom sc 11
in
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getting away Bann it all, but row evening at 8:15 o’clock in the to the group whit h sells the most
meeting is to attend to last minute
never knew quite where to go. I Concert Hall
menthership., but also to the
details," said Tom Bonetti, class
Your problems are over. A
top individual First prise for
president "With the Junior Prom
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week’s session with the West
tile organization will be a 21
Saturday, May 5, less than a week
including
Coast Nature School at Yosemite variety -of numbers,
away, the gifts for the chaperones
Second
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have to be discussed and many
Possibly y vied rather go to ; Concert," by Straws; "Concerto
other numerous problems have
Mammoth Lakes, Lassen Nation- Gros.so," by Wagner; "Victory at
to be settled. as this Is the last
al Park. or Asilornar. If you’d Sea," by Rodgers; -The Hunting.
class meeting before the Prom,"
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like, its possible to attend all
he added
-Cordoba," by Leucona.
four
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At teat week’s meeting. it was
for the summei
Registration
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Guys,
a
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begins
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would
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who
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be:ly; limited The fee is $15 the direction of Dr. Robert w
The Prom Ls being held at the
Fiester, assistant professor
Hawaiian Gardens this year.
()NE UNIT A SESSION
music. The public is invited a
MAIJA BERGS SHOWS JOHANNA FIBBER and Helen MiSaseka
Students attending the slimmer no charge.
amber beads from Latvia, sometime knoviti as "Amberland," beTO DISCUSS CAR WASH
session will earn 1 unit in science
The Freshman Class will meet
cause of the amber rocks that wash up on the seashore. Similar
credit for each session attended.
this afternoon at 3:30 o’clock in
displays nil he shown on May 4, when International Students
The Yosemite "school" starting
the Education Lecture Hall, Room
Organization still sponsor its International Day festisities. The
June 10, will be the only ƒƒ
oh
55, to discuss the promotion
celebration will be climaxed by a variety show that evening.
that will have an organized ca’
its car wash project Saturday.
group. Those students remain:
according to Bill Sturgeon, chi.,
for the other three weeks nil.
president.
WILBUR V. HUBBARD
have to make their own living
The annual "Cat’s Meow BarTickets will go on sale today
. . I \I/lain, DI’l i
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in the Outer Quad near the
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ear interior.
£C105. students oil! find many dates will be introduced at the oatalies. cameras and
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The "big wash" will he in
Tickets for the Internat sinal Day sariety show, 1-11, ed by lodges nearby, should they de- barbecue. The entertainment will pens. The. smihl he donated In
back of the Engineering Build- the International Students Organization, arc on sale- in the Student I, sire not to provide their own be provided by iiVAA members.
the Spar-Ten Club.
ing. and will last from 10 a m. Activities Office. Price of the tickets is 50 cents for students and 2’ tent or camp." Dr. Cavins exCo-chairmen
for
the
event
are
The drive is scheduled to open
to 5 p.m.
cents for children, according, to Mrs. Dorothy Hutchings, publicity ’stained.
Patti Turk, WAA, and Nancy Wedneaday, when members of the
Both male and female mem- chairman.
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for
all
four
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will
Goodart.
AWS.
physical education staff and this
bers of the class will work on
The variety show is scheduled to start at 7:30 p.m. in Morris I.- the same. she said
year’s football team will speak to
the cars, and it is rumored that
the student body at the Spring
Dr. George McCalltun will be a Dailey Auditorium. Representatives from Europe, United States, Spain,
Sing. The Drive will end Tues"goat" in the frosh’s publicity Hawaii, Guam, Japan, the Philip- pines, India and Samoa will take
day May 15, and prizes will be
campaign
Bowl
There also will be an executive part in the program. The group
ASII candidates are request- shown at the annual Spring
the leadmeeting this afternoon at 2:30 representing Europe includd reed to submit thcir campaign 0:1 May 9 At that time
contestants will also be artp.m. in Room 2 of the Wunien’s presentatives from England, Ircplatforms to the Spartan Mafia ing
land, Scotland, Holland, France,
nougiccd.
Gym.
Office prior to 1:30 ’clock
has
issued
a
’
Italy and Egypt.
will
On Thursday. the Rally ComAdvertising sales for the sum- plea tor blood in behalf of the this ;afternoon. The articles
TO CONTINUE TALKS
Entertainment will be provid- mer edition of Lyke have reached son of its cook, according to Mrs. be included in the election is
mittee has a.sked that a member
The Senior Class council will ed by the following groups: the
sue
which
la
ill
he
puhtihed
of every campus group be chosen
Peter- Maxine Smilic of the San Jose Thrusda,
hold its regular Monday meeting Judy Lee Dancers, Five Stars an all-time high, Betty Lou
. Blood Center.
as representative of that group
!May in SD 126 to continue dis- Studios, Ilazelltam Madison. the son, Lyke editor, said today.
and meet at 3:30 p m in the StuTomorrow has been declared
,ussion of the many projects und- Rlllll ero group, the Ilanayagi,
that
the
Miss Peterson said
"Jim Hall Day" by the Center
dent Union.
ertaken by the class.
Ada Mae Cabral and group. the sale of advertising for the corn- All students who wish to dona..
Plans for the Senior Ball are
President John T Wahlquist
Marianians, Leolani’s Menuhines ing edition of the campus feature blood should be in front of
nearing completion under the and N’aa Logo and group.
and Coach Bob Bronzan have
magazine has broken all existing Student Union between 10:30 a
direction of Al Hahn, hall chairbeen asked to speak to the resales records.
and 5 p ni. At that time, a ib
man. Ilahn announced recently
presentatives and explain the necHighlight of the da)’s celebraCross
station
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will
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that the octet of Dave Pell ; tion, will be the wearing of cosWith the magazine in its final port them to the Blood Cent. i
essity of the drive arid what it
hit. - will mean to SJS.
has consented to furnish the tumes throughout the day by all production stails, the current The departure intervals for the . Mit:.
M ,
music for the dance, nhich vi ill members of the student body. For- planned release date is set for wagon will be announced tomor- , mediate clerk-typist in the RegisGary IValler, chairman of
be held May 26. Decorations for eign students are reminded to mid-May, she said.
trar’s Office, has been award. .1 Rails
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.
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mei
the hall will include a replica near the costume of their native
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and
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19,
the son of Mrs June for her time -hand money-saving Art Department to put a huge
San Jose State College students
of the Eiffel Tower. surrounded , land, while American students
a
thee sorority’s cook, was born ;
by. a miniature park. to illustr- are asked to dress in the costume will be featured in the advertis- without
concerning office pro- thermanwter Mi-the Outer-Quad
portal vein.
vein suggestion
the drive to indicate hon
ate the theme of Springtime in of their descent or cultural inter- ing and will be wearing the latest carries the main blood This
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it
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supply to
nen it is progressing. \Vallee
in vacation, sport and beactr-wear.
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est.
Miss
Harrison’s
Many beach and mountain resort the liver As a result, other smal- idea came to her after she had ; said tht he henved if the %MTO HEAR REPORTs
Booths will be placed around areas popular with students will Icr veins must perform the task spent a week searching for mis- I dent., knew the eriounes of
The Sophomore Class will hear
displayed in the advertising This, in turn, builds pressure.
Ithe situation (hes would rise
reports 00 the letters sent out to the campus to sell food, soft be
This condition forced Hall to sing cards in the permanent rec- to meet the challenge and put
non-Greek campus organizations drinks and articles of national material.
ords file of her office last sumabandon
high
school
Since
1952,
the drive over the top.
inviting them to sponsor games interest.
Miss Stella Ottaviana, I.yke hc has received 116 pints of blood. mer. Under the old system, colof skill to aid Campus Chest at
The following figures. given by
Booths will be sponsored by the business manager, is heading the of this number, only 24 pints have lege personnel would take stuIts meeting this afternoon at 3:30 Hawaiian Club, Circulo Castellano, advertising staff. The efforts put been replaced. He has been at dent cards from the file, replac- Hubbard to the committee, show
p.m. in Room 117.
the reason the Spar-Ten memberOriocci, Student Y, French Hon- forth by the entire Lyke staff Santa Clara County Hospital since ing them with blank cards.
Miss Harrison’s idea of placing ship drive is needed. SJS receives
orary Society and ISO.
drew much praise from Miss Ot- March 6.
taviano.
-Blood is the only thing keep- the student’s name and the name 8000 dollars from the student
Items from foreign countries
Her staff consists of: Richard ing him alive," said Miss Ruby of the individual taking the card body for football The Spar-Ten
will be shown in a display case Arington, Bob De Lorenzo, Ron Bernstein of the Blood Center on the substitute card went into contributes 4000 dollars and apin the Reserve Rookroom. Miss Harder, Jon Horn, Ralph Park- "Only
surgery can completely cure effect immediately and has re- proximately 23.000 (Jollars are
Maude Coleman, of the Science er, Filipe Johanson, Ron Price him. The doctors here are trying
sulted in an annual saving of taken from the sale of general
and Technology Room is in and Barbara Noble.
$500, according’ to a letter receiv- admission tickets Under the new
to get a west coast surgeon."
charge
of the display.
cd from Newton E. Wise, secretary PCC rules, it is estimated that it
ful practices from his lovely
climax
of
of the California Merit Award will take 50,000 dollars to finance
daughter, who he is putting
The
the day’s celeBoard.
football.
through school When a young bration will be a dance following
tycoon, who manufactures toys, the variety show at 10:30 p.m
enters the picture. the whole scene The dance will be held in the Monday, April 30.
Women’s Gym and admission will
is thrown into chaos.
Golf. San Jose J.V. vs. San Josc .1 C at La Itinconada. 1 pm
Production dates have been be free Soft drinks will be serescheduled for May In, 11, 12, and ed. The dance is open to student Tuesday, May 1.
Music Department. hand concert, Music Building, 8.15 m.
again the following weekend, body cardholders, variety show
performers and guests.
Eta Epsilon, fashion show, cafeteria, 3:30 p.m.
.May 18 and 19.
Student V. "Preparation for Marriage" series, lecture, Room
.t out last
1,1e pro and a: 1 ROTC disputants nvie
3:30 pm
week in Thrust and Parry, a U.S. Army officer, Col. T. N, Dupuy,
Blood Drive, Santa Clara Comity Blood Center, 10 a m. to 5 p ni appeared in the columns of U.S. News & World Report with an artick
Baseball, San Jose Frosh vs. James Lick High, Spartan Field. which discusses the draft and enlistment options of college students,
3 p.m.
including ROTC.
Tennis. San Jose vs Stanford. Backcsto l’ark. 1.30 P
Dupuy’s artislr, which he presents in the form of advice to
Golf, San Jo.se vs. California, San Jose Country Club. 1 p m
his cnxn three sons nearing colleazc age, seems so timely to the controWednesday. May 2.
veray on this campus that the
Co-Rec, weenie roast. Women’s tly m, 7 30 p ni.
the impact of military
editors of the Spartan Daily have I anal)
Spring Sing, Morris Dailey Auditorium. 7 p.m
decided to reprint it. Beginning service on their lives by finding
AWS, -Cat’s Meow" harbeque, Women’s Gym. 5 p ni
today it will appear in four ire the answers to four basic goesstallments, permission of U S thins:
Thursday, May 3.
News and World Report. an bide- I First. what arc the courses of
Lecture Committee, panel discussion, Concert Hall, 7.30 p m
weekly news magazine action we can take, and how will
Baseball, San Jose Frosh vs. Santa Clara Frosh, Spartan Field, pendent
1.,iblished at Washington. Copy- these courses affect us!
3 p.m.
rt’.:ht 1956, United States News
Second, how can we insure that
Tennis, San Jose Frosh ss. Burlingame High, Backesto l’ark, 1 p m. Publihing Corporation
military service does not interfeie
Friday, May 4.
; The Spartan Daily does not with our college education?
Studio Theater Production. "Blood aVerld.ng," Studio Theater, . necessarily agree with the opinThird, how can military service
8.15 p.m.
’ ions expressed in this article. most benefit (or least restrict)
International students Organization, "International Day," dance Because of space considerations our planned future hves?
Fourth--and 1 hope they will
It has deleted the fair introducarid stage show. 4:30-11 p.m.
take this old-fashioned idea seritory paragraphs.
Roger Williams Fellowship, spring banquet. 8 p.m.
DUPUV.
USA
onslyhow
can we best serve our
By Col. T. N.
Saturday. May 5.
Professor or atintars science and country while in uniform?
R IRNEV MC CARTIII’, Revelries business manacer. and Kenneth
Baseball. San Jose vs. USF, 3 p.m.
’The first possible course of
Taeties at Ilarvard University
Dean, his assistant, are checking oser the orders for the apetial
Junior Class, Junior Prom, Hawaiian Gardens, 9 p.m.
What, et four installments) I action. and one which many boys
program that will be on sale at each performance for 10 cents.
Freshman Class, car wash, campus, all day.
I As they graduate from high are trying today, is to take a
The program still include pictures of the staff and iast and a
Track. an Jose All-Comers meet. Spartan Field, 130 p.m.
i school over the next few years, I ’chance on not being drafted.
personal history of the actors.
Golf, Sao Jose at Stanford, 9 a.m.
(continued on page 2)
hope I can guide my sons to I

West Coast School s ymphonic Band
Signups To Begin To Play Tuesday

Junior Class Prom
Plans Head Class
Meeting Agenda

Women’s Gym Site
Of Barbeque Fete

ISO Variety Show
Tickets Available

all fr nors
lyke Ad vertising Sorority
Donors
Sales Hit New High

Election Platforms

Money-Saving Idea
Earns Cash Award

’On The Nose’ Tickets Available;
Group Reserve Sections on Sale
The second performance of Revelries production, May 11, has
been set aside as "block night."
Whole sections can be reserved
for special clubs, fraternities, sorcritics and organizations. Any
group interested in applying for
a certain section is asked to contact the Student Affairs Business
office. Deadlane for resterving
sections is Wednesday.
Tickets for the 1,956 production
are on sale in the Student Affairs
Business Office, according to Ken
Dean, assistant business manager.
Price for tickets is 75 cents for
Student body cardholders, and $1
for others
The musical is entitled "On the
Nose," and was written by Jim
Dunn, Bob Weiss and Jim Houston.
Fourteen original songs, includ’ing music arid lyrics, were written for the production by Jim
Kason, producer of last year’s
show, "Live a Little " Choreographs- for the chance routines is
under the direction of Roberta
Boone. The stage setting is being
handled by Julie Boyer.
"On the Nose," marks the 26th
year of production for Revelries,
which first began in 1930, under
the name of "Spartan Gaieties."
The present name for the production was originated in 1934.
The plot for Revelries involves
a toymatier, who iii reality is a
bookie. His one ambition in life
is to keep the fact of his unlaw-

Datebook

Spartan Daily Begins Four-Installment
Series on ROTC, Draft, Enlistment

’enthrall; ralnle .1 :gnat.«
f.),Maapt".".
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EDITORIAL

Dupuy Examines
’ Military Obligations
I COI.

Extra-Curricula

Gimelli

Floral Artist
By VINCE PERRIN
Far Special Occasions
A coed at Santa Bosa Junior College had a familiar problem:
Special cv)Intvilitvltival to
students
She was having trouble getting up in the morning. She approached
sad
Santo Clara - CT S.4934
Mai
Son ).:, State Citge lost not only one of
it objectively, however. and confided in the professor %hos,. class
greatest leaders with the passing of Dr. James C. De Voss,
(countinucil from page 1)
pone their active duty for four she’d been missing. He suggested she see a doctor. This she did, and
the doctor prescribed some pills.
executive dean emeritus, but also one of its greatest The tr,ult., at t hi course are a ear.
She took the pills, slept well, and was awake before her alarm
hard to estimate. This was the
Apparently, almost seven per
friends.
A New Magazine for
ow
stint .111111111 gamble taken by so many college cent of high school students to the next morning She ate a leisurely breakfast, dressed slowly and
graduates who have found them- day are planning on this. A lucky walked casually to school. She strolled into class five minutes early
CARTOONISTS
Dr. De Voss had been associated with SJS since selves doing KP after passing up young
man can thus complete all and beamed at her professor: "I didn’t have a bit of trouble getting
Artists, and Humor
1922, except for periods as a visiting professor in the ROTC (Reserve Officers Training or most of his Reserve obligation up this morning."
Writers
summer sessions at University of California, rile Univer- Corps) in college. It was the choice while he is still in college. with
"That’s fine," said the professor. -but where were you yesterday?"
a young lawyer friend of mine. his two years of active duty corn
sity Lf Southern California and Northwestern University. of
Seat
drops
and
knee
drops
are
common
gymwho passed his bar examination ing immediately after graduation-nastica in Mt. San Antonio College’s trampoline
In his thirty-two years of devoted service to this college, just before he was drafted at age assuming his dratt board does not
classes. Last week. one cued there performed
he served as a professor of psychology, dean of the 25. Ile %%ill not be able to do any call him aoorter.
the iinuaual- -a head drop. The coach’s only corn
thins;
to
further
h6
career
until
upper division, dean of professional education and ex- he is 27. with a three-year Ready
AVOIDS STRAIN
ment: "We lose more student!: that way "
ecutive dean. Dr. De Voss had a right to be proud of Reserve obligation continuing after The enlisted service of such a
on sale here
The University of Illinois announced that it
lad
will
be
in
a
higher
grade.
and
these accomplishments, but he had an equal right to that Ile is no longer impressed
had expelled 23 student for cheatingone for
rate
of
at
a
considerably
better
statistics showing that only a
be proud of the wonderful relationship he fostered with by
breaking into a professor’s room and stealing an
small percentage of draft-age pay, than one n ho is inducted as
accounting exam, two for mimeographing the exam,
a private. Furthermore. he avaoids
the students and faculty.
youths are being inducted.
, all three for selling copies at $5 apiece, and 20
The facts are. of course, that the emotional suspense of years of
At SJS, Dr. De Voss, in an advisory capacity, had this percentage is low only be waiting after graduation for a posmore for buying or using the copies. Total profit
draft call.
when caught after one student mistakenly tried to
& WALLPAPER COMPANY
a close and friendly relationship with the students. He cause the number of voluntary sible
PERRIN
this.
of
course.’
In planning for
is highparticularly
sell an exam to a fraternity house adviser: $87.
(Open Thurs. Nights.I
had the unique ability to place himself on the some enlistments
remember
that
they
.
among young college graduates my boys must
Gian-Carlo alenotti’s prize-winning opera, "The
112 S. 2nd SI.
CY 2-1447
will
have
to
meet
the
Reserve
drill
’
level of understanding not only with the students, but who wish to atoid ycars of an
Saint of Bleecker Street," opened to unanimous pans at San Francisco
and
training
requirements,
winter
xiety by getting their militara
with everyone with whom he became associated.
State .Vollege last week. Sneered SFS’ "Gater:" " ... an exceptionally
service (iv er ssith as soon as and summer, during the four colyears. This choice, which is fine presentation, even if it is a Menotti opera." SJS fared far
The Executive Dean Emeritus also played a vitol possible. If enlistments lag, how- lege
draft calls still rise, and based on Army Regulations which better with Menotti’s "The Telephone" and "The Medium," apparently,
role in the community of San Jose. He was a leader ever
larger numbers of promising were in force before Congress but then it’s easier to see why.
University of California fraternity members recently got permisin the activities of the Kiwanis Club, the Santa Clara aoung lanaers and businessmen passed the Reserve Forces Act of .
be eliminated soon: sion to hoist beer steins in their respective houses. Two stipulations:
will unexpectedly find them- 1953, may
County Rose Society and the YMCA.
then anyone enlisting in the Re- The liquor can’t be stronger than 3.2 per cent and the drinker must
selves prisates in the Army.
serve for the six-year obligation
Dr. John T. Wahlquist, president, expressed the charwant my boys to know that
be over 21. However, no authority is prepared to say if Berkeley’s
they can take this chance of be- will be called to active duty with- marketed beer is really just 3.2 It’s a healthy sign.
acter of Dean De Voss in these words:
ing drafted during collegeand in 120 days.
Funnyman Stan Freberg, that reciprocal contributor to Mad
My boys should know too, that
-He was a very unique person; his thoughts were very few undergraduates are be- they can enlist in the National
Magazine, headlined a UCIA rally last week. Actress Cornelia Otis
ing called by their draft boards
Skinner, also on campus, presented several solo character sketches
his own, his love of nature was deep-seated, his joviality and then plan to enlist after grad- Guard and, so lung as they remain in good standing. will be
that evening. The next morning, actor Burt Lancaseer ("The Rose
was marked. He was a sound man in counsel and a uation in the hope that they can deferred
from mike duty until
Tattoo") spoke before and lunched vs Rh UCLA screenvyriting
get
a
commission.
This
might
be
fine friend at all times...
This es idenlly
classes.
possible through the Army or they reach age 28.
appeals only to about four per
Navy
Officer
Candidate
That afternoon, UCLA’s dean of students released several deSchools.
but
he
will
not
be
forDr. De Voss is gone now,
cent of high-school students to
or through the Marine Corps plaOne student was suspended for gym locker thefts, another
day. lts major disadvantage is cisions:
gotten at SJS. The traditions and practices of this college toon-leader program.
obvious: approximately 10 years received a final "F" for plagarizing a term paper and two others were
which originated with him will make him live in the
-censured" for cheating in classrooms.
of Ready Reserve service.
RISKY DEAL ’
minds and hearts of tie students and faculty for many
The University of Southern California chapter of Alpha Tau
Finally there is the ROTCthe
But this is pretty risky, since
quotas for these commissioning choice I hope my boys will con- Omega crowned its "Sweetheart" last week. The contest judges: Actor
years to come.
programs have dwindled in recent sider most seriously. This is the John Derek ("The Ten Commandments") and director Joshua Logan
years. Their chances of getting to surest way for the college student ("Picnic"). The prize! a tour of Paramount Studios and lunch with
Officer Candidate School are pro- to plan on military service as an several stars (Kirk Douglas and William Holden).
bably less than 1 in 100. And in officer either in the Army, Navy,
POTPOURRI:
their calculations they must real- Air Force or Marines. Active duty ,
The editor of Harper’s Magazine suggests that coed graduates
ize that they will have to serve as officerswhether for six months
two years on active duty as Army. or for two yearswill provide be drafted to teach school to combat the current teacher shortage .
Navy or Marine Corps officers af- them with a postgraduate course Guitar-strumming, calypso-singing Stan Wilson, a Belafonte-in-theter they get their commissions. in leadership. Furthermore. rough, appeared at the University of Hawaii last week ... Hand-shaking
This is in addition, not only to there are such things as prestige. senator Estes Kefauver, barnstorming across the west coast, paused
their original enlisted service, but financial benefits. satisfaction and long enough to address Occidental College’s student body.
also to the time they spend at personal well-being which all come
The student delivering Stanford University’s "Chappie" last
the officer training school. After- from service as officers.
,
week was beseiged by nine "neophytes" who hid his car and
ward.
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in the Reserves for another four
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Today I am a mature man.
But these are matters which the
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I know this news must be very years.
our college reputation was supyoung college student is not likely
Said the editor: "
I don’t know when this issue will come out."
Rather than waiting for the to think about, as he plans his
posedly tarnished by the lawless, gratifying to you, as I know how’
Cornell University’s "Sun" recently announced that women’s
thoughtless action of a mere five you and Dad worked and prayed draft, or worrying about it in four-year program of courses Quite
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percent of our student body.
so long for this day. As I look college. many young men pre- naturally, the most important thing blouses sent to the free dorm laundry will no longer Is: returned
The recent surge of rash back upon my immature youth fer to get their military-service to him and his parents at that ironed Editorial protest is bitter . . . A University of Minnesota
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thoughts this action has promotIt makes me chuckle to think how obligation over with as soon as time is how he can get the most survey claims women who go to college are more masculine than
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possible. right after high school. out of his educational opportuni- those who don’t.
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Remember how in high school
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councils and talks betas een stuvas..--pa1 .6 els
to follow their dictates due to
dents and school administra- many of these young men are Plan. to military. naval or air science , 1-A test?"
in% ignorance of the festivities.
tors was the best v.-ay to solve lung on college, but that is not too , courses. Understandably, parents ’
What this student body needs school problems? How naieve I important. I intend to tell my boys ; and son want to know whether
is a better organization if we was. Todas 1 knon that all you of the opportunities which exist this is an unwarranted diversion
have to do is burn the presifor them if they enlist for two of time from other. more valuable, I
are to be led to our mutual profit, i.e., the return of the Spardi dent in effigy and all problems years. This Ls honorable and of- , educational opportunities in col.
Kappa Delta PI will meet in
Gras
will be solved.
ten rewarding service. I’ll also re- lege. They should have the facts Room 53 tomorrow at 7:30
Now that I have reached the ’ mind them of the many Army of’d make the_decision. bent.* the Election of o cers will be held.
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very pinnacle of maturity I rea- ficers who have risen from forTyp . boy goes to college. This is too
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Lymberis Fine Foods . . .
Now Two Locations

Lymberis Cafeteria . . 89 E. San Fernando St.
Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon. thru Sat

New Blossom Grill . . 250 W. Santa Clara
Open 7 a.m. - 3 a.m. - Also closed Sun.

Fresno Rips Spartan Spikers
Bulldogs Take Easy
751/2-551/2 Triumph
(Sports

Spartans Out Early

mer upset Fresno’s Ray Christiansen with his all-time best throw
of 50 ft. 11 in

By PETER MECKEL
Editor)

San Jose State trackmen set
their sights on next Saturday’s
Stanley copped double victorie:
annual All-Corners meet after ab- in the 440 and 880 with (-lockings
sorbing a 75%-55’,* defeat at the of :48.3 and 1:55 8 respe...tively.
hands of powerful Fresno State In both races he loafed in, only
putting out enough effort to win.
Saturday oitt Spartan Field
A quartet of best-ever per-,
romances itt the field events paved the way for the Fresno victory. Before the meet dopesters
figured the field events would
be the key to the meet where top
efforts could have produced a
San Jose victory.
However,
reverse for

w i t It

things worked in
the Golden Raiders

Ife

anchored

also

Joao relay Waal
3:21.2. However

was

a

SIOW

The

San

It)

victory in
II’S lap time
:50.5

because

tea llllllates Al Ross and Ron
Giardina had provided a bet
lead. The latter looked exceptionally sharp in making up 15

yards front

Fresno’s Len Brown.
Giardina was timed in :49.3.

SPARTAN DAILY

Monday,

April

30, 1956

Waves Bombed

SJS Nine
Two-Times
Pepperdine
heavy bombing, and winning ways, the Spartan baseballers slammed out lopsided 12-2 and 11-5 wins over PepContinuing

g‘arnes

played

the

SJS-FSC Summaries

4 22, Jordan IF) 4 22.1 (New meet record)
440-Stanley (SJS) 48.3, Noll IF) 49 2:
Tie, Ross ISJS) Debenedetto IF) 50.0
John-Sutherlond IFt 200-10; Greene
015) 195-7; Malinoff (51S) 186-8
High Jump-Batsman (F1 6-2; tie, OrISJS) Ellis 1515) 6-0
100-Agostini IF) 9 6; Hicks MS) 9.8;
Daniels 15151 9.8 (ties Spartan field and
nalet

meet

record)

High
Hurdles-Robinson
(F)
14.4;
Harrison (5151 15 0, Schmidt (Sit) 15.1
New Sporran meet and field record)
Broad Jump
Greene
22-1

- Gambini

15.15) 22-1

11)

2414;

McCullough

SJS)

880-Stocky (S.15) 1.55.7 Casper (f)
1 55 8. Jordan (F) 1:59.2
220-Agostini (f) 20.9, Giardina (SJS)
11.4, Hicks (SI5) 21.5 Hies Spartan field
and meet record)
Dacus-Anderson (F) 156: Bill
152.5: Malinoff (Sit) 147-10’ ,
Two Mile - Onel (f) 9 46 6

(US)

al

Seattle
4 Slid

his seventh

and

hits

in

Saturday’s

game,

BAKERSFIELD JCS contributions to the Golden Raider backfield during spring practice are left to right, Jim Riley, Claude
Gilbert and Harvel Pollard. All three stand an escellent chance
in the starting

of beim,

lineup for the

spring 00ƒ41

May 9

State’s

first place.
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slim
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Bar-B-0 Beef
Bar-B-0 Pork
Bar-B-0 Ham
. in town

Thursday evening, the locals will
compete in their final intercollegiate match of the season by taking
on the University of SanFrancisco
on the Dons’ home range An upset
over the San Franciscans could
boost

the

place

in

Spartans

the

final

into

second

standings.

Last week, Ken Storms paced the
SJS team

Chicken

&

Sparerib
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Out

PAUL’S BAR-B-Q
40

E.

Santa

Clara

St.

in

over the Cal

a

Aggies

locals of third

victory

1405-1389

to

spot

assure

in

the

NCIRL.

Storms shot a 288. followed by Don

287. Al Truslow’s 280,
Amaral’s 279, and team captain
Bill Rabenstein’s 271.
Bickford’s
Al
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Green

Squad

on

the

right to

meet Alpha Tau Omega for the Col-

Championship by capturing the Independent cage league last week.
The two teams will clash Thurslege

Intramural

of concessions

Bill Anderson. head
and John

another

Basketball

Theta Chi for third place scheduled to start at 6:30 o’clock.
Hal

Boutte,

Charlie

Jack Crawford
spree,

and

went on a scoring

Green

as the

Hardy

Squad

rolled

tanked

30

points,

while

other

105-23,

contests

Newmo Five.

on
the

36-29,

Phi

In
beat
latSpar-

Wednesday.

AN

5 30-Alpha Tau

Ornalez,

Gomshay.

take

Anger,

l’hilip
Alan

holes
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by

dropping

bell’s crew placed sixth.

Final

W
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Squad

L
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mate
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Green Squad won by forfeit ever Outcasts

leaned and pressed gerznenta’w111 be fitted to
you perfectly..
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wear req unementa -tug, full
dream or Cutaway, our freshly

McFaddin

THERE S JUST

Sporves 105 Alpha Phi Omega 23.
Phi Epsilon Kappa won by forfeit over

3

S

Tom

No matter what your formal

cuvcr will stand up under surprisinalY

5 Outcasts
6 PhiMA

1

for

Duino

Sparta Chi won by forfeit over Bornb

11
10

7 Tau Dens
7

Eddie

tance w

5

9
9

BUT I TELl YOU, FRISBEE,
THESE "TAILS", WERE NOT
CUSTOM-TAILORED! -

The Spalding

3 Rooners

Sparta Chi
IFT

by
in the

Ravens 36, Newma Fiv 29

13

14

Jacobson
round

Slip Sticks 35, Dugout Dandies 37.
IFT won by fortit ever Toppo No Key

Ph, Mu Alpha
10
10 , Thursday’s Results:
11 ,
Green Seed lie, Tau Dolts 43

1

final

-ƒ

52, Oriocci 46

3 Slip Sticks

7 APhio

Wednesday s

Tau Dells

10

9

give

live
Mac-

The golfers next
see action
against California, Tuesday after- ,
noon on the San Jose Country
Club course. Last time these two
met, the Bears pulled all stops to
ate the locals. I3-S-13’.

Pi at

at

Phi Epsilon

6
6

PhIEK

to

win.

to

Jacob.

Lambda

5 30-Delta Upsilon vs. Sigma

6

12

the

Duino decisioned

errs

Independent Standings

side

final

the
and
Russ Carley, who won the second
and fourth flights. respectively.
Spartans

5- 00--IFT vs. Red X’s at SIR NA. I.

final two games. John Camp-

the

beating McMullin 1-up
morning play.
The only high notes

Columbia Pork

at SJS No. 2,

downward

for

and 3

gained

front

lead over

enough

a 4

0
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Robert E. Wallace and James Bard

their
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Omega vs. Sigrae

5:00-Phi Sigma Kappa
Chi Alpha at Sit No 2

Kline, Jerry Ledin. Robert Tanghe,

their

and Wedding
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Chi of Burnett Na. 7

Na. 1
3.45-Sparvets vs

like a house ol 1,1e, continucd

Engagement

finals, he ,I,

two-under

Kenzie

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE

William

Mit Jeweler’s IIpresentotiv

of

to tie the

ter for third spot, behind the
vets.
Oriocci finished fifth by blasting
the Slip Sticks, 47.42, while t!.,.
Dugout Dandies, who started

SURF

540 SO. F RST Si’.

to smear Alpha

KEN SCHACH

of

4.

and

tour-up

3

son. Even

141v

Sigma

5.30-Theta Chi vs. Kappa Alpha
Burnett No 1.

head.

Donald Frederick

day night at 8 o’clock. A prelimin-

but managed

YOU
EVEN

5

In the afternoon

Green Squad, Alpha Tau Omega
To Vie for Intramural Crown

place, forfeited their final game,

WE OlVf

CY2-7864

pledge guide;

Dick Johnson,

Sparvets, who finished in second

Achust Pedal Clearance
Adiust Wheel Bearingt
Pressure Test SyStem
Give Real Road Tett

ifteitifenns

historian;

are Phi Epsilon Kappa pledges.

*

Boutte and Crawford sank 26 each.

8 Shoe Hydraulic

out Dirt

Inspect

the presidency

Halsey. ,sergeant-at-arms; Bob

Martin

State 1289), San Jose State

fra-

secretary; Jerry Hughes, treasurer;

Kitagawa,

Track

honorary

Monday
5 30-Pi Kappa Alpha vs
at Roosevelt

--

McMullin

John

In last week’s action, Theta Chi’s

officers elected were Max

WEEKEND RESULTS
Baseball. So n Jose 12, 11, Pepperdine 2, 5. Son Jose Froth 7, Campbell

Omega,

Check

with

Tuck

Hardy

. . . For this Small $1.50 Charge weAcitust Serv,re 8101."1
, Remove Front Wheels
Blow

year

at La Rinconodo, 1 p m.

SS ’4.
Golf: NCI

out

fell by a 4 and 31
count.
MacKenzie, a former Canadiani
junior champ, moved into the ’
finals Saturday by decIsioning
tournament medalist Monte She- ’
tiu,luetu
be .untdeFrresgnoolf Sutiatetaklife
ng sht

NATIONAL LEAGUE

men’s

Voshall, vice president; Jerry Dore,

San Jose LC.

over the helpless Tau Dells, 88-43.

1.50

Your Brakes
May

clucation

Kappa

going to Dale Sevires.

ary game between the Sparvets and

BRAKES ADJUSTED and TESTED

Epsilon

ternity elected new officers for the

Other

The Most Delicious . . .

Dinners

l’hi

physical

TODAY S EVENTS

June Wedding’)

Spartan

champion -and

Spartan Gridders Polish
Offense; Prep for Bowl

Thy

winner of this match could
well determine the championship
of the leagtre.

the

knocked

toughest opponent of all in Fresno

game.

-photo hs Starr

PEK Elects New
Officers for Year

The

410
/1

Gurley,
ss ere

with

neutral PG&E range to try to break
up a three-way tie for

Gary

in the opening round j
George was downed, 3 sand I.
by Alf Burtleson of Stanford. I
while Cranston lost a 4 and 3 decision to Bill Irwin. another Indian golfer. Gurley faced the

victory

three

Interculi

competition

Softball Loop
ActionToday

SJS Rifle Squad
Takes Spoiler Role

Jacob .....

10th Atom .

in the

California

threesome,

Chuck Reynolds, Halsey,
Zimmerman tossed a nifty,
the usually high scor- Dick
Clifford and Deeths getting a pair an abacus as
(SJS1 9 52.4, Hubbnrd (51S) 10.01
19-0 shutout over Sigma Nu, and
ing game might run into astronomapiece.
Pole Vault-Pederson IFI 14-4, Brod,
Alpha Tau Omega clobbered Delta
ical figures.
(F) 14, tie, Rhodes 15151, Lippe ISM 13
In the tilt played Saturday at
Sigma Phi, 17-1. on Bob Chrisco’s
Another factor that could result
Low Hurdles-Robinson (F) 22.5;
Already assured of a third spot Spartan Field, Chuck Reynolds in a high scoring contest is the one-hitter.
(F) 23 5, Parish (SA) 23.8 )New
made one of. the prettiest plays breakaway running of Charles
Last week’s results’
I in the Northern California Inter- of the year,
Spartan meet and field recent
making an over-theRosa
JC
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Brooks,
former
Santa
Relay-Son Jose State (Hushaw, Giar- collegiate Rifle League, the San shoulder catch of a long liner,
Pollard of BaTheta Chi 19, Sigma Nu 0.
speedster, Harrel
dina, toss, Stanley) 3 12.2
after
Jose State varsity rifle squad will
a hard
run. The sparkler kersfield 3C and Claude Gilbert,
Alpha Tau Omega 17, Delta Sigma
Final Score-Fresno State
prevented a couple of tallies as
Son
tak e the role of spoilers in a Santa
a converted end. who has proved Phi 1.
Jose Slat. 551/4
there were no fences at the field
running
fullback.
Sigma Chi 15, Kappa Alpha 11.
Clara Valley League match this
to be a hard
to stop the roll of the drive.
The contest for the Kieth Birlem
AMERICAN LEAGUE
week.
By taking both games from the
435 Club 5, PI" Sigma Kappa 0 (axe
Three Good Reasons
On Tuesday evening, the Spar- Waves, the Spartans ran their
hibition)
win streak to five in a row, and
For Eating at Paul’s
tans will meet marksmen from the
Theta Xi 6, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 10,
now have won all eight ef the
Kappa Tau 4, Lambda Chi Alpha 4.
University of Santa Clara and the
games played at home. Their sea(Called on account of darkness).
Padres Club of Sunnyvale on the son’s mark stands at 16-8.
Rush

3, to

gate golf championship last week- I
end. Ernie George, Dave Cranston ,

of the season, allowing
Jim
Hughes. last year’s winner.
size, the San Jose State Spartans
seven hits while striking out will spend the remaining practice Galioni has 339 points to 338 for
nine Waves. Clifford and Harry
Hughes.
Hal Boutte,
lanky end,
others. Ancel Robinson set new
sessions polishing the offense.
Deeths furnished the long disis a distant third with 294 points.
standards of :14.4 in the high
With the passing game fully intance power for the Spartans in
In the pass protection competihurdles and :22.5 in the lows.
and Quarterbacks Dick Verthe win, Deeths collecting two stalled
over
The latter clocking War a Sparmeil, Joe Bondi, Mary McKean tion. Nick Sanger, has taken
lung
triples
to
drive
in three
tan field record. The other meet
the lead with 37 successful blocks
and Run Woolverton all throwing
runs,
and
Clifford
driving
in
the
attempts Al Severino is close
mark was Ed Denbow’s 4:21.2
fans can look forward to the in 37
same number on a double and well,
mile.
most devastating SJS passing at- behind with a 36 for 36 record.
single.
tack since the days when Coach
Mike Agostini, the brilliant dash
Kolstad held the Waves hitless
man from Trinidad, won both in Friday’s game until Wayne Gene Menges was quarterbacking
the Golden Raiders.
sprints as expected, tieing meet
Bird connected for a long double
Pleasant surprise of the spring
records in the process of :09.6 and its the fifth inning to drive in
of a long
drills is the discovery
:20.9. In the 100 Ed Hicks was
the visitor’s first run. He also colawarded second place over Val lected the Waves’ only other hit. passing signal caller, Mary McJC
Contra
Costa
Daniels although photos showed
Kean, ex-East
Pacing the batting attack along standout. who has been impressive
Action in both Fraternity and
Daniels was clearly second Place
timers had caught Daniels in :09.8 with Clifford and Kolstad in the in throwing accurately up to 50 Independent softball leagues is
first game were Joe Winstead and yards.
slated this afternoon.
It will
be
and Hicks Ill :09 9.
Stan Beasley with two safeties
for the IndeWith a host of fast ends avail- the opening round
apiece. Beasley’s feature blow was
end. fans pendent League and second game
able on the receiving
a
long triple.
Don
Hodgen got attending the May 9th Spring Bowl action for the Fraternities.

Bulldog cindermen set three
meet records and equaled two

topped

MacKenzie

teammate Herb

Northern

their

perdine in weekend

In

MacKenzie
Takes NCI
Golf Crown

3

field events all-time in San Jose.
bests for Fresno were turned in
Hal Kolstad, in gaining his third
by Jack Sutherland in the javelin, Joe Garnbini in the broad victory of the campaign in the
jump, Mary Anderson in the dis- series opener op Friday, allowed
Heckes and Lang Stanley pro- cus and Art Pederson in the
only two hits while striking ow
pole
vided the Spartans with their only vault.
eight over the nine-inning rout.,
The Spartan fireballer helped hi
individual first places. The forBiggest upset was in the jave- own cause by getting three sale
lin where Sutherland defeated ties and driving in four cult
San Jose’s Lynn Greene with a Jerry Clifford also contribute.,
toss of 200 ft. 10 in nine feet heavily on his two doubles and a ,
Sher Put-Herkes (S15) 50-11; Christfarther than his previous best ef- single and three runs batted in. I
iansen (f) 50.8, Burton (US) 48-5
fort. Greene, who has a toss of 217
In the series
finale Saturday.
Mile-Denbow (F) 4 21 2. Onel (F) ft. 7 in., could only do 195 ft.
Tuck Halsey notched
the
Bulldogs
coming
through in the clutch. shile all
of the
Spiartans except shot
puller Bill Hekes "tied up.-

L
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$2 25.

Get economy mil gratify in this golf ball.
Spalding’s vic-roe" is an -economy"
ball

with plentIT

of distance. The extra-

thick cover promises great

$7.0Li doz., 3

durability.

tor $1.75.
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Home Forum Day Chairman Invites
Women To Attend Show, Talk, Exhibits

Monday, April 30, 19.36

California Paces
Fellowship Awards

Show Slate
STUDIO

All women in Santa Clara Coun- ed featuring horne-seAn gar.
ty and neighboring counties arc iments for many age groups and
cordially invited to attend the many figure types. Attractive gartenth annual Home Forum Day
of the University of California ments for the large figure, the
Home Extension groups tomor- woman who wears half-sizes, a:41
row. according to Mrs. G. A. the petite figure will be shown.
Bolman, chairman of the event. Home adviser Mary Starin will
Home Forum Day is to be held serve as commentator.
at the Los Gatos High School
Following the fashion show, the
Auditorium from 10 a.m. through featured speaker of the morning
3 p in The event will be pre- program will he Mrs Kay Hullsented by the Santa Clara Coun- yard, home economics editor of
ty Home Extension leaders.
iunset Magazine. Mrs. Hilyard
A fashion show will be present. will speak on "Mrs. West Coast

ledge and artists eniging in
creative activities in all the arts
are assisted by the foundation
Its fellowship grants are made to
citizens of all the American Re-1
publics. of the Republic of the
Philippines, of Canada and of the
British Caribbean area
California leads all States in
the number of fellowship awards
to its residents. and the University of California leads all the
universities of the United States
In the number of awards to members of its faculties. Fifty-eight
grants were made to Californians.

ROTC Air Cadets
Earn Promotions

o.x San Jose State Air
For-e ROTC basic cadets have re- ’
ceived promotions. it was an- I
THE LOVE STOP;’
flounced by the Office of Information Services recently.
OF A PRINCESS
Promoted from cadet airman
third class to cadet airmen second
class were James H. Kumaga,
Samuel G. Wright Jr., Russell A. I
lionza Jr , Loren J. Knester, Gary I THE W1NNAH: Sarah Roper, commercial art major, holding her
GRACE KELLY - ALEC GUINNESS
A. Robillard, Gary R. Gurley and
prize-winning poster, looks on. Miss Roper’s poster of Yosemite
LOUIS JOURDAN
Kenneth L Spagnola.
Falls placed first among 19 entries. The contest was co-sponsored by
In Cinemascope end Cob()(
Promoted to airman third class
the West Coast Nature School and Miss Marian Moreland’s adfrom cadet airman basic were
vanced commercial art class.
photo by Haskins.
,
JEW William W. Boorman Jr., Nick
Barber Jr., Rudolph A. Cordova,
Charles L. Cunningham. Conway
G. Davies, Manuel Elias. George
"MIRACLE IN THE RAIN"
W. Ferguson, Norman C Friborg,
JANE WYMAN
j John M. Geimer, Neville R GritAlso
’ fin. John R. Hall Jr.. Jon N. Hari
"THE STEEL JUNGLE"
Edu-ard W. Hicks, Albert W
Hollingsworth, Richard Ichikawa
Rriper, juni,,r crimincr,lial art major, rcilt!y woi, chosen
Rickard F. Koch, Jay W. Long,
winner of the West Coast Nature School poster contest, according to
CALIFORNIA
Miles D. Mackey, Leroy C. MinOutstanding Picture of the Year-..
chin, Richard J. Pereira, James H Miss Marian Moreland, associate professor of art.
"THE MAN IN THE GREY
Peterson, Leonard J. Ratliff. Fred
Max McCoy, also a junior commercial art major, won honorable
FLANNEL SUIT"
D. Self, Richard J. Uhl, Manuel , mention for his poster.
GREGORY PECK
R Morgado, Ernest K. MitsunMiss Roper’s poster won over
Plus
SLIGHTLY
SCARLETaga. Clarence
Nunes, William 18 other entries. Judges for the
J. Osley, Daniel Ton-es, Richard
contest were Dr Gertrude CavL. Stephens, James E. Ashworth ins. head of science education
MAYFAIR
Jr.. Fredrick H Bohnfalk, Rich- and director of the West Coast
A Navy officer candidate interRegular Prices First Ti,,,, Double adtell
ard J. Bouckhout, Archibald S.
Nature School, Dr. G. A. McCal- view team will be in the Outer
"I’LL CRY TOMORROW"
Brolly;
lum, professor of biology, Erik Quad tomorrow and Wednesday
SUSAN HAYWARD
Albert L. Corbett, Fredrick It Petersen, assistant professor of
Also-, Feldner, Gerald P. Fiske. Ronald music, and Miss Noreen Golden, to furnish information on the
’’JOE MacBETH’
L Ifelstrup, David C Hopkins, secretary of biological sciences. combined regular and reserve ofStudents Always 50c
Ronald L. Hunter, Richard J.
As a prize, Miss Roper received ficer candidate programs to inter, Kuykendall, Thomas A. Mason. free tutition to the Yosemite ses- ested students. June graduates
’ Donald F. Nemiro, William A. sion of Wein Coast Nature School may begin processing immediately
EL RANCHO
Robinson, Phillip L. Smith, Har- starting on June 10. Tuition is
to determine eligiblity.
old L Sparry. James NI Treese, normally $15.
"I’LL CRY TOMORROW"
David L Wessell and Robert T
Susan Hayward
’’I’m thrilled to death. I didn’t
think I’d have the slightest chance
of
winning." Miss Roper said
"Tennessee’s Partner"
when Unformed that she had won
The contest was co-sponsored
by the West Coast Nature School
TOWNE
and Miss Moreland’s advanced
"DIVIDED HEART"
commercial art class.
-The purpose worked for in
-Also
these posters was to put over the I
"A Day To Remember"
magnificence of Yosemite. It was
STAN HOLLOWAY
important the poster have color,
appeal, and eye-catching interest,- ,
Miss Moreland said.
Miss Roper’s prize winning poster
was done in opaque poster
-KISMET"
paints

I

HOWARD KEEL

LOOK TO THE
SKIES FOR AN
EXCITING CAREER!

"SVENGALI’
Make opplication with United’s Sr.
ordess RepresentatIre, Doane E.!

CLASSIFIEDS

ot -She Placement Office, Wednesday,
May 2, between 9 30 A M and 4 00
0 M.

FOR RENT
Available for tall. Attractive facilities for four girls. Two large
bedrooms, private kitchen, bath,
study Reasonable. 347 S. 12th St.
Furnished roans $10-15 per
month. Kitchen, male students,
no drinking, smoking. CV 3-3306
New one bedroom. fotrrplex,
near G. E. plant. Water, garbage,
wash machine, car port included.
$60 306 Purrymont Ave., S.J
LOST AND FOUND
L4-Purse. keep money, need
glasses, Phyllis Hamilton. Return
to Student Union or Information
Vffice.

ted

Air

L.nes

needs

odd], ono/

,ewordesses as a result of a Inl114,
MillƒOf1 dollar expansion program It
could ’neon your opportikiiry to ion
the other United girls on blue
bright new career! It offers travel,
seeing new and different places, meeting and serving nteresfing peopin

Yew II receive five weeks of fie, training and, on allsognmnt to the line,
starting pay that 1 now higher than
ever If you are personable, between
21 16 years of age, single, 5 2’. to
5.
135 ibs or less and have
good vision, be sure to visit United’s
representative For further information
contact the Placement Office

FOR SALE
DM Fent V-8, four door, very
good shape. Call Neil Serklarsd.
Y 2-9702 after 4 p m. except

Tuesday.
.
_

Webb’s, Holiday Phonograph,
tnree speed portable, 1/NW:Wally
new, 935 Original cost $95. Call
CY 2-6920. 216 S. 12th St , San
Jose.
OE Mr Conditioser, one ton
capacity, 1955 model, used twe
months, New, 9399, sell at $225
Call CY 54341

TC P

Silv. a’s Shell
Fouith and

r:Ctri foinondo
Across nom Studont Union

Tuesday, May 1,
in

RCA’s

Tiaining

to interview students interested

Specialized

Design

and

Development

Program.

Further information may be obtained
at the Placement Office.

RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

SJS Cadets Visit
Schools in Area
A team of San Jose State ROTC
cadets currently is visiting high
schools in this area to acquaint
the students there with the benefits of the ROTC program, ac’cording to Cadet Richard Reese,
team chairman
The local cadets have already
visited Camden High School and
have planned their next tour for
Willow Glen High School on May
2
"This is not a recruiting proReese stressed. "The cad,ts are not paid to do this. We
feel it is a good idea to acquaint
high school students with the I
ROTC benefitsand there are
plenty," he added
Composing the team, along with
Reese, are Cadets Al Brown, Jay
liogrefe, Orville Butts, Warren
gram,"

Frios

and Ted

Willies

DOUBLE REBATE

- TODAY

WANTED
1tmbination Sales Manager and
,sman needed, interested In
natural history, part or full time
now, full tune in the fall, with
growing
publishing
company
Phone MUtual 3-2251, or see
Placement Office
_
Wanted: Two or more girLs to
.:e
house expenses during
summer session. 124 8 121M St
CY 4-8011._
_
Wanted typing of all kinds,
,Nonable rates. 487 N 2nd St
Cy 2-0772.

late for Clre’."
V.’, Pork It For You

MR. A. C. BLANEY will be at San Jose State College

Junior Commercial Art Major Wins
West Coast Nature School Contest

Navy Interviews

S A R ATOGA

PARKING

Electronic Engineers
Physicists

"THE SWAN"

UNITED ARTISTS

_z_--

ƒ

Fellowship
awards totalling
more than $1,100,000, granted to
and
artists was an275 scholars
nounced by the John Simon Guggenheim
Memorial
Foundation
Friday. This is the largest number of fellowships and the largest
total of grants ever announced
by the foundation in one year.
The foundation’s fellowships ’
ary granted to men and women
without distinction of race, color
or creedwho have demonstrated the highest capacity for original scholarly research and artistic creation. Scholars carrying on
research in 311 fields of know-
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SAVE

8,

On Every Gallon of
Gasoline Purchased

Wolverton Oil Co.

1. SUPERIOR TASTE

2. SUPERIOR FILTER

So good to your taste because of LxNrs
superior tobaccos. Richer, tasticresperially selected for filter smoking. For the
flat or you want, here’s the filter on need.

So iluick on the draw
the II.is
comes cleanthrough 1.&M’s all a late
Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, purr
w bite outside for cleaner,better smoking

REBATE STATIONS Relax
with
SAN JOSE - 2nc1 & MIliam St.

Make Today Your Big Red Letter Day!

